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g r a p h i c a l a b s t r a c t
< Developed redox flow battery cost
performance model and validated
with stack data.

< The model allows determination of
dominant costs for each chemistry
and application.

< Optimum operating conditions for
lowest cost depend on chemistry
and application.

< PNNLVeV chemistry was the lowest
cost option for high energy
application.

< PNNL FeeV chemistry was the best
option for high power application.
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A cost model is developed for all vanadium and ironevanadium redox flow batteries. Electrochemical
performance modeling is done to estimate stack performance at various power densities as a function of
state of charge and operating conditions. This is supplemented with a shunt current model and
a pumping loss model to estimate actual system efficiency. The operating parameters such as power
density, flow rates and design parameters such as electrode aspect ratio and flow frame channel
dimensions are adjusted to maximize efficiency and minimize capital costs. Detailed cost estimates are
obtained from various vendors to calculate cost estimates for present, near-term and optimistic
scenarios. The most cost-effective chemistries with optimum operating conditions for power or energy
intensive applications are determined, providing a roadmap for battery management systems develop-
ment for redox flow batteries. The main drivers for cost reduction for various chemistries are identified
as a function of the energy to power ratio of the storage system. Levelized cost analysis further guide
suitability of various chemistries for different applications.
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1. Introduction

Non-hydropower renewable energy generation has been
increasing rapidly, led by an order of magnitude increase in wind
generated electricity worldwide to 330 TWh, over the 2000e2010
time frame [1], corresponding to a global increase of 300% [2]. By
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2035, the non-hydropower renewables power capacity in the US is
expected to be 15% of total electricity power capacity, with wind
generation increasing from 2010 levels of 39 GW to 70 GW, and
solar generation increasing from 3 GW to 23 GW [3]. This increased
renewable generationwill increase the need for storage to firm and
time shift renewable energy, and also provide frequency regulation
to stabilize the grid during sudden net over and under generation.
Conventional batteries have a limited range of energy and power,
with the energy to power ratio determined by electrode and cell
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